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Abstract. The notions of procedures, parameters, and abstraction are by convention treated 
together in methods of imperative program development. Rules for preserving correctness in such 
developments can be complex. 
We show that the three concerns can be separated, and we give simple rules for each. Crucial 
to this is the ability to embed specification-representing abstraction-directly within programs; 
with this we can use the elegant copy rule of ALGOL-60 to treat procedure calls, whether abstract 
or not. 
Our contribution is in simplifying the use of the three features, whether separately or together, 
and in the proper location of any difficulties that do arise. The aliasing problem, for example, is 
identified as ;: “loss of monotonicity” with respect to program refinement. 
1. Introduction 
In developing imperative programs one identifies points of procedural abstraction, 
where the overall task can be split into subtasks each the subject of its own 
development subsequently. Integration of the subtasks is accomplished ultimately 
by parametrized procedure calls in the target programming language. We argue here 
that these concerns-procedures, parametrization, and abstraction-can be separated, 
and that the result is of practical utility. 
Abstraction identifies a coherent algorithmic activity that can be split from the 
main development process; conventionally, a procedure call is left at the point of 
abstraction, and its necessary properties become the specification of the procedure 
body. Instead, we leave the specification itself at the point of abstraction, with no 
a priori commitment to a procedure call. 
Procedure call we treat as simple substitution of text for a name, not caring 
whether we substitute programming language code (as we would in the final program) 
or a specification (as we would in a high-level design). 
Parametrization we treat as a substitution mechanism that can be applied uni- 
formly to specifications or to program language code, whether or not a procedure 
call occurs there. 
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The aim is to give a simple orthogonal set of rules for treating each concern. 
Existing practice is in most cases easily realised by appropriate combinations of the 
rules; but the independence allows greater freedom than before. 
2. Prosedure call 
We return to the simple view, taken in the ALGOL-60 (revised) report [ll], that 
procedure calls are to be understood via a copy rule: a program that calls a procedure 
is equivalent to one in which the procedure name is replaced by the text of the 
procedure body. In the examples to follow, we declare (parameterless) procedures 
using 
procedure name G body 
With the copy rule, therefore, we have the equality indicated in the following 
example: 
procedure Znc & x := x + 1 
. . . 
x := 0; 
znc; 
write x 
x := 0; 
= E x:=.x+1; write x (1) 
The technique has impeccable credentials; it is for example strongly (and deliber- 
tiely) related to the following one-point rule of predicate calculus: 
(Vx.x=T*P)*P[x\T]. 
We write quantifications within parentheses ( ) which delimit their scope, and use 
a spot l to separate the binding variable from the body. In the formula above, T 
is some term not containing x free, P a predicate, and P[x\ T] the result of replacing 
x by T in P. We assume that the substitution [x\T] is defined so that it avoids 
variable capture; similar care is needed with the copy rule. 
But the copy rule gives the meaning only of programs written entirely in a 
programming language. In contrast, the modern “step-wise” approach to program 
development introduces hybrid programs in which names denote program fragments 
“yet to be implemented”. One understands the effect of these fragments in terms 
of their specification-abstracting from the detail of implementation-using rules 
specifically for procedure call such as those given in [6], [3], and [4]. The simple 
copy rule cannot be applied, for there is not yet program text to copy. 
In [6], for example, one finds a Rule of adaptation, in the style of the rules of 
[7], with which procedures specified by pre- and post-conditions can be proved to 
have been used correctly in a calling program. There is also given in [6] a Rule of 
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substitution for dealing separately with the effects of parameter passing. In the more 
recent [4] and [3], combined rules treat procedures-as specifications-with their 
parameters, all at once. 
Here we reverse the trend, not only retaining the earlier view [6], which separates 
procedure calling (adaptation) from parameter passing (substitution), but also split- 
ting procedure call from procedural abstraction. For procedure calls, therefore, we 
retain only the copy rule of ALGOL 60 [ 11, 4.7.3.31: 
- - - the procedure body - * - is inserted in place of the procedure statement - - - . 
If the procedure is called from a place outside the scope of any non-local 
quantity of the procedure body, the conflicts between the identifiers inserted 
through this process of body replacement and the identifiers whose declarations 
are valid at the place of the procedures statement - - - will be avoided through 
suitable systematic changes of the latter identifiers. 
3. Procedural abstraction 
We take the axiomatic view: a procedural abstraction is described by a predicate 
pair comprising a pre-condition and a post-condition, both built (mainly) from 
program variables. We write such specijicutions using the notation [pre, post]. In 
the style of [2] a program Psatisjes such a specification iff 
pre * wp( P, post). (2) 
Paraphrasing [2, p. 161, we say that 
pre characterises a set of initial states such that activation of the mechanism P 
in any one of them will certainly result in a properly terminating happening 
leaving the system in a final state satisfying post. 
But we adopt a &fferent style [8] (similarly [l, lo]), writing more directly but 
equivalently 
[ pre, post] c_ P. (3) 
This we read “the specification [pre, post] is satisfied by P”. And we make 
specifications “first-class citizens”, giving their semantics in the same way as all 
other programming constructs are defined in [2]. 
Definition 1. Let pre, post, and R be predicates over the program variables U. We 
define the weakest precondition of the specification [ pre, post] with respect to the 
post-condition R as follows: 
wp([ pre, post], R) = pre A (Vu.post + R). 
In that definition and below, single letters o refer to a vector of variables (possibly 
singleton). Definition 1 is discussed in detail in [lo] and [S]; the latter allows a 
more general form in which post can refer to the initial state as well. 
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For the present, we give an informal justification of Definition 1: we regard 
[ pre, posr] as a statement, and its first component pre describes the initial states in 
which its termination is guaranteed; this is the first conjunct. Its second component 
post describes the final states in which that termination occurs, and so we require 
also that in all states described by post the desired R holds as well; this is the second 
conjunct. 
We now define the relation “is satisfied by”-that is, r-as in [l], [IO], [S], [5]: 
Definition 2. For programs or specifications Pl and P2, we say that Pl is satisfied 
by P2, or equivalently that P2 refines Pl, iff for all post-conditions R we have 
wp( Pl, R) + wp( P2, R). 
We write this Pl c P2. 
With Definitions 1 and 2 we can prove that (2) and (3) are equivalent (see [8]). 
That equivalence allows us to take [ pre, post] as the trivial and most general solution 
for P in (2). Further, Definition 1 agrees with the Rule of adaptation [6] and with 
the procedure call rule [3, 12.2.11 in the special case where the abstraction is in fact 
a procedure. 
We assume below that a and b are fixed. 
[b’-41zczO,ax”+bx+c=O] 
-b*Jb’-4ac 
2a I 
(standard mathematics) 
r=[b’-4aczO,x’=b’-4ac]; 
x:= (x-b)/2a 
(sequential composition) 
L procedure Sqrr P [b’ -4ac 5 0, x2 = b’ - 4ac]; (copy rule) 
Sqrt ; 
x:= (x- b)/2a 
Fig. 1. Development of quadratic-solver. 
But we are not necessarily linking p rocedure call and procedural abstraction: 
procedure call is useful even when the procedure body is executable code; and 
procedural abstraction is useful even if the implementation ultimately is “in-line”. 
Consider the example of Fig. 1, in which we introduce a parameterless procedure 
Sqrt. There we use specifications [ pre, post] as fully-fledged program constructs, as 
indeed Definition 1 allows us to do. 
The conclusion of this exercise would be to refine the remaining specification, 
but the fact that it is the body of a procedure is now irrelevant: 
[b’-4acsO,x’=b’-4ac]Ex:=Jb’-4ac. 
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Thus we see that by allowing procedural abstractions-specifications-to mingle 
with ordinary program constructs, we can with the copy rule accommodate calls to 
procedures for which we do not yet have the executable code. The specification 
itself is the text we copy, and Definition 1 gives meaning to the result. 
4. Parameters 
Parameters are used to adapt a general program fragment to a particular purpose- 
whether or not the fragment is a procedure. Historically, procedures and parametriz- 
ation are closely linked, and parameter passing means “parametrizing a procedure 
call”. 
Apparently the simplest example of parametrization is ordinary textual substitu- 
tion. When substituting into programs, much the same rules apply as for substitution 
into formulae: only global (compare free) occurrences are affected; and capture 
must be avoided by systematic renaming of local (compare bound) variables. And 
if we are replacing a variable by a term, then that variable cannot appear on the 
left of :=. 
In example (1 !, we could use substitution to write instead 
y:=o; 
y:=J +1; 
write y 
=y:=o; 
(x := r + l)[x\y]; 
write y 
(parametrization) 
= procedure Znc A x := x + 1; 
y:=o; 
W~\Yk 
write y 
(copy rule) 
In the final step above, the substitution suggests-intentionally-supplying an actual 
parameter y for a formal parameter x in the call of procedure Inc. But in the previous 
step, we see [x\_v] as a simple substitution. 
That style of parametrization, known as call by name, is unfortunately not as 
simple as it appears. Not only is it difficult to implement (requiring “thunks”), but 
it can be difficult to reason about, as well. If the actual parameters passed lead to 
distinct names within the procedure for the same variable, then the parametrization 
may lose the crucial property of monotoniciry: we won’t have that Pl r= P2 implies 
Pl[X\T]EP2[X\T]. 
That phenomenon is known as aliasing, and is traditionally associated with 
procedure call; writers on program development advise us to avoid it. Because of 
aliasing, call by name (and similarly call by reference: Pascal’s var) must be used 
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with care. But, in fact, aliasing loses monotonicity-and that is why we should 
avoid it. We can separate the problem from procedure call. 
Below we show by example that aliasing loses even equality (trivially, monotonicity 
also): we have 
(x:=O;y:= l)=(y:=l;x:=O), 
but 
(x := 0; y := l)[x\y] 
=y:=o;y:= 1 
=y:=l 
zy:=o 
=y:=l;y:=O 
= (y := 1; x := O)[x\y]. 
In the following sections, we define “substitution by value”, “by result”, and “by 
value/result”; and we prove that, unlike simple substitution, they are monotonic. 
4.1. Substitution by value 
For any program P, we write the substitution by value in P of term T for variable 
x as follows: 
P[value x\ T]. 
For simplicity in the following sections, we use the notation P(R) for wp(P, R) 
(following [5]). 
Definition 3. Substitution by value: if x does not occur free in R, then 
P[value x\ T](R) P P( R)[x\ T]. 
Note that the substitution on the right above is ordinary substitution into the 
predicate P(R): the weakest precondition is calculated first, then the substitution 
is made. That convention applies everywhere below. 
Substitution by value can be implemented with the well-known cull by value 
technique of assignment o an anonymous local variable. It is easily shown that for 
any program P, variable x, term T, and fresh local variable 1, we have 
Pivalue xj T] 
= begin var 1; 
I:= T; 
P~x\~l 
end. 
That implementation, by using ordinary substitution only in a restricted way, avoids 
the problems we encountered above. First, since the variables 1 are fresh and distinct, 
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there is no aliasing; second, since the replacing expressions are variables rather 
than genera1 terms, there is no difficulty when the replaced variables occur on the 
left of :=. 
But our main interest is in monotonicity: 
Theorem 1. Substitution by value is monotonic: if PC Q then 
P[value x\ T] c Q[value x\ T]. 
Proof. Immediate from Definitions 3 and 1 and the monotonicity (over +) of 
substitution into predicates: if for predicates X and Y we have X + Y, then for 
any variable v and term T we have also X[v\T] + Y[v\T]. Cl 
4.2. Substitution by result 
For any program P, we write substitution by result in P of variable y for variable 
x as follows: 
P[result x\y]. 
This is a more restricted form of substitution than substitution by value, because 
we substitute a variable y rather than a term T. It is defined as follows: 
Definition 4. Substitution by result: if x does not occur free in R, then 
P[resuL x\y]( R) 2 (Vx l P( R[y\x])). 
Substitution b:! result can be implemented by the call by result technique of 
assignment from .m anonymous local variable. It can be shown that for any program 
P, variable x, term T, and fresh local variable 1, we have 
P[result x\y] 
= begin var 1; 
P[x\l]; 
y:= 1 
end. 
For monotonicity, we have 
Theorem 2. Substitution by result is monotonic: if PC Q then 
P[result x\y] E Q[result x\y]. 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 4, as for Theorem 1. 17 
4.3. Substitution by value/ result 
For any program P, we write the substitution by value/result in P of term y for 
variable x as follows: 
P[value result x\y]. 
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Substitution by value/result is a combination of the two substitutions above, and 
is well-behaved in the same way. We have 
Definition 5. Substitution by value/result: if x does not occur free in R, then 
P[value result x\y]( R) G P( R[y\x])[x\y]. 
Theorem 3. Subsfitution by value/result is monotonic: if PE Q then 
P[value result x\y] c Q[value result x\y]. 
Proof. Immediate from Definition 5, as for Theorem 2. 0 
The equivalent program fragment is given by 
P[value result x\y] 
= begin var 1; 
l:=y; 
P[s\l]; 
y:= I 
end. 
4.4. Apparent limitations 
Each of the DerZtions 3, 4, 5 contains the limitation “if x does not occur free 
in R”. Thus with them we cannot calculate 
(y := x)[value x\O](x = 0). (4) 
It’s clear that the weakest precondition in (4) above should be x = 0. But calculation 
(using Definition 3 erroneously) reveals instead 
(y := x)[value x\O](x = 0) 
= (y := x)(x = O)[x\O] 
= (x = O)[x\O] 
=(O=O) 
true. 
Wp olrn;d such problems b*r _ Y.“. r extending Definitions 3-5 uniformiy. 
Definition 6. If the substitution type sub is value, result, or value result, we have 
P[sub x\ T]( R) c P[x\l][sub l\ T]( R) 
where 1 is a fresh variable, not appearing in P, T, x, or R. 
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The monotonicity properties persist, and for (4) we now have 
(y := x)[value x\O](x = 0) 
= (y := I)[value 1\O](x = 0) 
= (y := Z)(x = O)[ Z\O] 
= (x = O)[l\O] 
=(x=0). 
A second limitation is that we have not treated multiple parametrization. For 
example, we cannot calculate 
(y := x+ l)[value x, result y\z, 21. (5) 
We use the normal notation for multiple substitutions: in the above, z replaces x 
by value and y by result. 
We proceed as for simple (multiple) substitutions: for formula P, distinct variables 
x, y, and terms T, U we know that 
P[x, Y\ T, VI = P[x\Qb\ml[~\ TlEm\ VI 
for fresh variables 1 and m. Our definition is therefore: 
Definition 7. For any substitution types sub1 and sub2, distinct variables x and y, 
and terms T, U we have 
P[subl x, sub2 y\ T, U] P P[x\l][y\m][subl Z\ T][subZ m\ U] 
where Z, m are fresh variables. 
The definition is easily generalised to more than two simultaneous substitutions. In 
(5) above, we now proceed 
(y := x+ l)[value x, result y\z, z](R) 
= (m := I+ l)[value I\z][result m\z](R) 
= (Vm. (m := I+ l)[value I\z](R[z\m])) 
= (Vm. (m := I+ l)(R[z\m][l\z])) 
= (Vm. R[z\m][m\Z+ l][DIz]) 
= R[z\z+ l] 
=z:=z+l(R). 
Hence the program fragment increments z, as expected. 
4.5. Real limitations 
Unfortunately, we cannot treat the general cases of “substitution by name” or 
even “substitution by var”. As we have seen, simple substitution (i.e., by name) 
does not respect equality of program module wp unless severe restrictions are made 
on its use. Those very restrictions, whatever they might be’, are necessary to achieve 
monotonicity and can be studied as such. With monotonicity, they can be treated 
as were the substitutions in Section 4 above. 
’ They vary from writer to writer. 
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Finally, note that in multiple result parametrization an apparent aliasing can 
occur if two actual parameters are the same, as in [result x, y\z, z]. The effect of 
this must agree with that of multiple assignments z, z := x, y and multiple simple 
substitutions [z, z\x, y]: usually, they are considered syntactically invalid. 
5. Conclusion 
Rules for parametrized procedural abstraction are complex. We have argued that 
they are simplified by considering parametrization, procedure call, and specification 
separately. The result is a more uniform and orthogonal treatment, in which difficul- 
ties are properly located: aliasing for example is shown to be a non-monotonic 
construction. 
Combined rules, such as those of [3] and [6], can be derived from ours. It is the 
program developer’s choice whether to use them, or the more basic rules here, or 
perhaps some other combination especially relevant to his problem. 
The separation we have achieved relies essentially on the embedding of 
specifications within programs: only this allows ALGOL’s copy rule to give the 
meaning of procedure calls independently of the level of abstraction in the procedure 
body. 
We have not treated the call-by-name and call-by-reference parameter passing 
techniques becar.tse they do not fit easily into the standard axiomatic framework of 
[7] and [2]. In [12, pp. 160-1611, for example, call-by-name is treated in a slightly 
augmented logic in which one can state as a precondition that aliasing is not to 
occur. That shortcoming of the standard approach, however, we separate from 
procedures; as we have shown, the real problem is that in general 
lJ =,,p Q * P[x\Tl =,,./I ax\ n 
That is, equality ;ts predicate transformers “= ,,.,, ” is too coarse for these substitutions. 
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